Workers’ CompXPress
Enhance Business Efficiency
Insurity understands the complexities of workers’ compensation insurance and how they can
bog down clients’ operations. To address both challenges, we created Workers’ CompXPress,
an innovative policy and billing system that simplifies workers’ comp policy administration by
allowing clients to manage the entire lifecycle of a policy, from application or quote all the way
through renewal.

Modernize Your Workers’ Compensation Solution
Workers’ CompXPress is rich with features that make workers’ comp policy administration easy
and keep clients’ teams productive. The features include:
Multi-state rating engine. The system facilitates rating across different states, rate tiers and
rating algorithms
Application processing and quoting. Workers’ CompXPress supports multi-state and multilocation entries and can produce multiple quotes per application based on different workers’
compensation plans
Policy form generation. The system’s built-in logic populates policy forms and endorsements
and can automatically generate and print forms, individually and in batches
Rules-based policy management. Administration of multi-state and multi-location workers’
comp policies is a breeze, with credits, debits and other allocation factors defined to fit clients’
unique needs
Cancellation/reinstatement management. The system identifies and processes policies with
delinquent payments or those that have not met obligations such as payroll reporting
These features and more add up to ultimate usability. Workers’ CompXPress provides
outstanding flexibility for rating, billing, payments and tracking at either the master policy
or subsidiary levels
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Don’t just take our word for it…
“At Victory Insurance, we invest significantly in our
technology strategy to continuously improve
policyholder services, such as offering self-service
web portals and effective loss prevention tools,
while ensuring we utilize market leading cyber
security solutions. Insurity’s solution not only
enables us to improve communication and
interactions with our customers, but also ensures
that we continue to run our business in the
efficient and effective manner which has
made us successful for years.”
~Keith Brownfield, President of Victory Insurance

Insurity’s software solutions are
also available as part of a
comprehensive suite:
Boost your efficiency with an integrated
workers’ compensation policy, billing and
claims system
Streamline decision-making with advanced
analytics and predictive modeling
Leverage workers’ compensation knowledge
with Insurity’s 30+ years of domain expertise
and experience in deploying insurance
technology solutions
Provide outstanding service with integrated
self-service web portals for agents and
policyholders
Lower costs and increase security with
Insurity’s state-of-the-art cloud hosting
model

Learn why over 250 leading insurers rely on Insurity as their perfect technology
partner. Visit www.insurity.com
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